
Sal island in Cape Verde, is an usually windy place. The wind is Side Off To Side. If you move around 
you can surfing everyday. Really good surf spots (world class) And few people on it (maximum 20 
people and it’s not rare to surf alone). The wind is Light : 10-25knts but it’s windy everyday in the good 
season (November to February). 

1-El puerto de Palmeira : �           �  the wave on the left side, close to the port on palmeira 
city, is strong and not for beginner.

2-Fontana : �                    �   wave for expert, easy to Finnish on the volcanic’s rocks

3-CoralJoul :�                   �  wave for expert, close to the volcanic’s rocks, the more powerful 
wave on the island, no size limit

4-Alibaba : �                  �  probably the longest wave of the island, almost 3 sections for 
windsurf, 2 differents waves for surf (biggest it is, dangerous it will) «never saturate»

5-Secret or Little Hookipa : �                  �  the most expose spot, wind for 95% of the time, 
but when there is no wind and small waves,  let’s have a look around.

6- Volcano right : �         �  when the swell is good and when there is no wind, this is the 
easy-powerful wave, it’s close to the beach. There is 2 more waves closer to the volcano but it seems 
to be really dangerous.

7- Calhentina : �          � windsurf spot beginners , un powerful wave, easy tolearn, on the 
right there is a stronger wave.

8- Calheta Funda : �          �   little bay with a powerfull left, There is a beautiful beach for 
start. It’s not for beginners when there is more than 2m.

9- Punta Preta : � �                 �  THE cap verdien's wave, when the swell is under 2m 
« everybody » can go and surf, when it’s up to 2m, good surfers only, because powerful wave. To 
windsurf it; be careful to the shore break, « good » windsurfers only.

10- Santa maria :�           begginers spot, no wave.

11- Sputnik:�                       � big North swell beautiful wave.

12- Kite beach : �          Kitesurf spot, Side On bump&jump, when the wind is strong it’s good to 
jump. Be careful there is a reef in the middle.

13- Punta Da Fragata : �                      �  good left when there is No wind and North swell, 

      ✅ ☑ # ♨         classification level : Beginner to expert
       surf spot             windsurf spot    % Right waves   & Left waves

Ilho do Sal (Cabo verde)
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